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Abstract
Ultraviolet ozone (UVO) surface treatment of graphene changes its sp2-hybridized carbons to sp3-
bonded carbons, and introduces oxygen-containing components. Oxidized graphene has afinite
energy band gap, soUVOmodification of the surface of a four-layered graphene anode increases its
surface ionization potential up to∼5.2 eV and improves the hole injection efficiency (η) in organic
electronic devices by reducing the energy barrier between the graphene anode and overlying organic
layers. By controlling the conditions of theUVO treatment, the electrical properties of the graphene
can be tuned to improve η. This controlled surfacemodification of the graphenewill provide away to
achieve efficient and stableflexible displays and solid-state lighting.

1. Introduction

Graphene has a linear energy momentum dispersion
with a zero gap at the Dirac point, so electrons in the
graphene behave as massless quasi-particles with high
charge carrier mobility [1–5]. Graphene’s electrical
properties have been applied in various areas of
electronics such as transistors, memories and inter-
connects [4–8]. However, graphene has no band gap,
and is therefore not suitable for use in logic and
switching devices that require a finite band gap. To
overcome this limitation of pristine graphene, several
authors have attempted to induce a band gap in it [9–
15]. Oxygen plasma treatment (OPT) has often been
used to modify graphene to make it applicable in
switching devices [16–18]. Simple OPT introduces
covalently-bonded oxygen atoms, which oxidize gra-
phene tomany forms, including carbonyl (CO), hydro-
xyl (OH) and epoxide (COC) groups, and aggressively
break the sp2-hybridized carbon atomic ordering of
pristine graphene. Consequently, OPT significantly
degrades the linear energy momentum dispersion of
pristine graphene, and thereby reducing the electrical
conductivity of the graphene and opening a finite
energy band gap [16–18]. The excellent mechanical
properties and high optical transparency (OT) of
graphene make it a candidate for use as a flexible

transparent conducting electrode that can replace the
brittle indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrode to enable
development of flexible optoelectronic devices [19–24].
However, the relatively low work function (WF) of
pristine graphene (∼4.3–4.5 eV) compared to that of
ITO (∼4.7–4.9 eV) limits hole injection to overlying
organic layers (e.g. highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of N,N′-Bis(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N′-bis(phe-
nyl)benzidine (NPB) ∼5.4 eV) from a graphene anode
due to formation of a large energy barrier at the
interface in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [23].
Inefficient carrier injection from electrodes severely
diminishes luminous efficiency and device stability due
to its unbalanced charge injection and recombination
of holes and electrons in OLEDs. Although hole
injection layers (HILs)made fromconducting polymers
such as poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiphene):poly-(styre-
nesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) have been conventionally
used to enhance the hole injection from the anode, the
WF difference between the graphene anode (∼4.4 eV)
and the PEDOT:PSSHIL (∼5.2 eV) remains too large to
allow easy hole injection [25]. One possible way to
reduce the graphene anode’s large energy barrier for
hole injection is to open the energy band gap to provide
an intermediate step for hole injection. Graphene
oxide and reduced graphene oxide films have been
used as hole injection or extraction layers to reduce the
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energy barrier between the anode and the organic layer
in organic electronics [26–30]. These films are com-
posed of graphene oxide flakes, so it is difficult tomake
full-coverage film, and the film surface can be rough;
this trait can severely degrade device reliability and
increase sample-to-sample variation [28–30]. In addi-
tion, films that consist of graphene oxide or reduced
graphene oxide are covered by many functional
groups, which degrade its electrical properties, so it is
not suitable for use as an electrode due to high sheet
resistance [30–32]. Using a high-quality single-layer
graphene (SLG) or a multi-layered graphene film
grown by using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) can
be an alternative method to provide a smooth surface
and low sheet resistance as electrodes in OLEDs
[20, 21, 23, 24]. However, because plasma treatment or
ion irradiation easily convert the graphene into an
insulating graphene oxide due to aggressive plasma
and ion bombardment, these kinds of high-energy
treatments are not suitable for the production of
graphene anodes for OLEDs [16, 17, 33]. Controlled
gentle ultraviolet ozone (UVO) treatment can tune the
electrical properties of the graphene. Surface-modified
graphene by surface treatment processes to make a
hydrophilic surface is also essentially required to
deposit a polymeric HIL on the graphene anode
because water-based polymeric HILs on the pristine
graphene cannot be deposited uniformly due to their
hydrophobicity [34, 35]. Therefore, if UVO treatment
is to be used to achieve high-efficiency flexible OLEDs
with a graphene anode, the effects of this treatment on
hole injection from the graphene anode must be
understood. Here, we report the preparation of
graphene anodes by the UVO surface treatment, and
demonstrate that this treatment increases hole injec-
tion from the multi-layered graphene anode. The
influences of the UVO treatment on graphene were
analyzed systematically in SLG grown using CVD and
in four-layer graphene (4LG) formed by stacking four
SLGs. We also fabricated single carrier devices that
have 4LG anodes, and studied the effect of UVO
treatment duration (T) on hole injection capability
from the graphene anode.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Fabrication of SLG and 4LG
Graphene films were synthesized using CVD growth
on Cu foil (25 μm thickness, Alfa Aesar). Cu foils were
placed in the center of a quartz tube in a furnace and
were heated to 1060 °C, then annealed at that temper-
ature for 30 min in a flowof 15 sccmofH2. As a carbon
precursor for graphene, 60 sccmofCH4 gaswas passed
through the tube for 30 min, then the Cu foils were
cooled rapidly to room temperature. Poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) solution dissolved in chloro-
benzene (4.6 g/100 ml) was spin-coated on top of the
graphene as a supporting polymer during the transfer

process. Before etching Cu foil, graphene grown on
the bottom side of the Cu foil was etched away using a
reactive ion etcher (RIE) at 100W for 10 s inO2 gas at a
pressure of 200 mTorr. The Cu foil was etched using
FeCl3-based Cu etchant, CE-100 (Transene). Etchant
residue of SLG/PMMA was rinsed off by floating in
deionized water twice. The SLG sheet was transferred
onto a glass substrate. The PMMA layer was removed
by soaking the graphene/PMMA in an acetone bath.
To obtain 4LG sheets, the transfer processes of SLG
were repeated four times. The SLG and 4LG were
surface-treated using a UVO cleaner (AH1700 from
AHTECH LTS, UV light intensity: 28 mW cm−2,
distance from sample to lamp: 25 mm) for variousT.

2.2. Characterization of graphene anddevices
The sheet resistance and transmittance of SLG and
4LG were measured using a four-point probe with a
Keithley 2400 and UV–vis spectrometer (SCINCO
S-3100), respectively. Raman spectra were measured
using a 532-nm laser source (WITEC). The potential
changes of the graphene surface were measured using
a Kelvin probe (SKP-5050). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a Theta
Probe AR-XPS System (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
UK), with monochromated Al-Ka as the x-ray source
(1486.6 eV).

A pre-patterned ITO anode on a glass substrate
was sonicatedwith acetone and isopropyl alcohol in an
ultrasonic bath and then boiled on a hot plate to
remove any contaminants on the glass substrate. SLGs
were transferred onto the cleaned pre-patterned ITOs
and 4LGs were transferred onto PET substrate. The
SLG/pre-patterned ITO and 4LG/PET were UVO-
treated for various T. For the hole-only devices
(HODs) that used a 4LG anode, a 50-nm-thick poly-
meric gradient hole injection layer (GraHIL) com-
posed of PEDOT:PSS (AI4083) and perfluorinated
ionomer (1:3.6, w:w) was spin-cast on top of the 4LG
anode. Then a 500-nm-thick (HODs with SLG) or
2.27-μm-thick (HODs with 4LG)NPB and a 110-nm-
thick aluminum cathode were deposited using a ther-
mal evaporator in a high vacuum (<5×10−7 Torr).
The fabricated devices were encapsulated by a glass lid
and UV-curable epoxy resin. The current density–
voltage characteristics of HODs were measured using
aKeithley 236 sourcemeter.

3. Results and discussion

SLG grown using CVD and transferred on the PET or
the glass substrate had OT>97% at 550 nm; this is
close to the theoretical value [20, 21]. The 4LG
fabricated by stacking SLGs on the substratemaintains
OT∼90%. Because OT is reduced by ∼2.3% per
graphene layer theoretically, the OT results indicate
that the graphene was of high quality and that this
successive stacking process successfully fabricated a
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multi-layered graphene anode. In SLGs, OT increased
rapidly with the increase in UVO treatment
0�T�10 min (total increase ∼2.2%), but did not
increase further at 10<T�30 min. In 4LG, OT
increased continuously from∼90% at T=0 to 92.6%
at T=60 min (figure 1(a)). The increase in OT is
related to the degree of graphene oxidation, which is
related to the increase in sp3 amorphous carbons and
structural defects induced by surface treat-
ment [36, 37].

The growth of high-quality SLG and fabrication of
4LG were also analyzed and confirmed using average
Raman spectroscopy of large areas (50×50 μm) of
the graphene surface (figures 1(b), (c)). In the SLG, the
peak intensity ratio of the 2D band (∼2676 cm−1) to
the G band (∼1587 cm−1)was∼3.25, and that of the D
band (∼1350 cm−1) to the G band was ∼0.1; these
results mean that the SLG was near one atom thick
with few structural defects. In 4LG, the peak intensity
ratio of the 2D to G band decreased to ∼1.8 due to
local interactions between SLGs [38, 39]. The ratio of
its D to G band was very low (∼0.01); this also indi-
cates that the stacking of SLGs to fabricate 4LG did not

cause additional structural defects on the graphene
anode. The G band represents the planar sp2 carbon
lattice and the D band is closely related to defects or
disorder in the graphene, and the intensity ratio of the
D to G band can be a direct indicator of the ratio of
non-sp2 bonded carbons to sp2-bonded carbons
[16, 17, 40, 41]. In the SLG, the intensities of these
bands in the graphene gradually decreased as T
increased, and atT=30 min, they were indistinct and
showed very low intensities. The intensity ratio of the
D to G band rapidly increased until T=5 min
(∼1.40), then increased slightly more at T=10 min
(∼1.42) (figures 1(b) and (d)), but after T=30 min
the D to G band intensity ratio decreased (∼1.20).
These results can be attributed to the saturation of the
oxidation level after T=10 min and the expulsion of
oxygen species by additional exposure to UV light
[41]. The 4LG also showed a gradual increase in the
intensity ratio of the D to G band as T increased, but
the intensities of characteristic bands were not sig-
nificantly reduced as T increased. Furthermore, at
T=10 min, UVO-treated 4LG exhibited a much
lower intensity ratio of the D to G band (∼0.24) than

Figure 1. (a)Change of optical transmittance with varyingUVO treatment times in SLG and 4LG. Raman spectra of (b) pristine SLG
andUVO-treated SLG, (c) pristine 4LG andUVO-treated 4LG, (d) intensity ratio ofD toGband inRaman spectroscopywith varying
UVO treatment times in SLG and 4LG.
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SLG (∼1.4), and the ratio gradually increased even
untilT=60 min (figures 1(c) and (d)).

To identify the change of chemical components in
the graphene under UVO treatment, we also per-
formed XPS analysis of SLG and 4LG (figure 2). The
XPS survey spectra of SLG (figure 2(a)) clearly showed
a gradual increase in oxygen compounds and a gradual
decrease in carbon compounds as T increased. Decon-
volution of C1s core level spectra of graphene revealed
sp2 C-C bonding (∼284.5 eV) and four different oxy-
gen-containing components including non-sp2-bon-
ded C-C or C-OH (∼285.6 eV), C-O-C (∼286.4 eV),

C=O (∼287.4 eV) and C(O)O (∼288.6 eV) in both
SLG and 4LG (figures 2(b)–(e)) [42–44]. In pristine
SLG, deconvoluted peaks demonstrate that oxygen
compounds were significantly lower than those of sp2-
hybridized carbon bonds (figure 2(b)). The C1s spec-
trum of the 10 minUVO-treated SLG clearly showed a
distinct increase in a peak representing non-sp2-bon-
ded carbons and the C-OH (∼285.5 eV) in the XPS
(figure 2(c)). In SLG, the ratio of areas under the
deconvoluted peaks of non-sp2-bonded carbons and
C-OH to sp2-hybridized carbons drastically increased
until T=10 min, then reached an asymptote

Figure 2. (a)XPS survey spectra of pristine SLG andUVO-treated SLG.DeconvolutedXPSC1s spectra of (b) pristine SLG, (c) SLG
treatedwithUVO for 10 min, (d) 4LG treated usingUVO for 10 min and (e) 4LG treated usingUVO for 60 min. (f)Deconvoluted
area ratios of sp3 C-C andC-OH (∼285.5 eV) to sp2 C-C (∼284.5 eV).
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(figure 2(f)). We can note that the overtaking of oxy-
gen-related peaks which have high binding energies in
C1s did not occur, as has been observed in graphene
oxide made using other methods [18, 29–31]; this
result shows that the mild conditions of UVO treat-
ment provide the ability to control graphene oxida-
tion. In 4LG, the UVO treatment resulted in similar
changes (prominent increase of non-sp2-bonded car-
bons or C-OH) to those in SLG (figures 2(d) and (e));
the XPS spectrum of 4LG at T=10 min showed a
much smaller peak at 285.5 eV (ratio ∼0.27) than that

of SLG (∼0.57) (figure 2(f)). Furthermore, as T
increased, the ratio between the two deconvoluted
peaks increased gradually and continuously until
T=60 min in 4LG (figures 2(e) and (f)). These results
of the OT, Raman spectroscopy and XPS indicated
that (i) SLGs are rapidly oxidized under UVO treat-
ment until T=10 min and oxidation does not
increase at T>10 min; (ii) overexposure to UV light
(T=30 min) can expel residual graphene oxide from
the substrate; (iii) 4LG oxidized much more slowly
than SLG. These results mean that the top layer of 4LG

Figure 3. (a) Sheet resistancesRS of pristine SLG andUVO-treated SLG; (b) potential increasemapping of SLG; (c) potential increase
of ITO and ITO/SLGwith varyingUVO treatment times; (d)RS of 4LG andHNO3-doped 4LG; (e) potential increasemapping of 4LG;
(f) potential increase of 4LG andHNO3-doped 4LGwith varyingUVO treatment times. (inset: surface ionization potential of 4LGs
andHNO3-doped 4LGs).
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effectively protects layers below it from oxidation by
UVO because oxidation of multi-layered graphene by
surface treatment occurs layer by layer [16, 17].

To identify the influences of UVO treatment on
the electrical properties of graphene, we measured
the sheet resistance (RS) and the change of
surface potential (figure 3). In SLG, the initial RS

(∼724.2Ω sq−1) did not changemuch after T= 1 min
(RS≈818.9Ω sq−1), but increased rapidly to
∼7,840Ω sq−1 at T=3 min (figure 3(a)) and excee-
ded the measurement range of the four-point probe
measurement device at T�5 min. ITO anodes are
often treated using UVO to make their surface hydro-
philic by introducing hydroxyl (-OH), carbonyl (-CO)

or carboxyl (-COOH) groups and to increase the
anodes’ surface WF [45]. In our experimental results,
the surface potential of the ITO increased con-
tinuously but reached an asymptote after T=10 min
(figures 3(b) and (c)). The surface potential of SLG on
the glass/ITO substrate increasedmore rapidly and by
a greater amount (∼656.3 meV) until T=10 min
than that of ITO (∼469.4 meV) (figures 3(b) and (c)).
However, after T=30 min the surface potential of
SLG decreased slightly (∼562.3 meV) compared with
that after T=10 min (figure 3(c)). Electrical proper-
ties of SLG treated using UVO indicate that it rapidly
oxidizes the SLG and changes semi-metallic SLG to an
insulator after treatment for T<10 min. UVO treat-
ment breaks the pristine atomic ordering by changing
the sp2-bonded carbon network of graphene to sp3

carbons and oxygen-containing graphene oxide, and
thereby strongly affects graphene’s electronic band
structure and ultimately opens an energy band gap,
increasing ionization potential as T increases
[16, 17, 46]. In 4LG, RS also increased gradually as T
increased, but the increase in RS was much lower than
in SLG. After T=10 min, the RS of 4LG was about
three times (∼1240.2Ω sq−1) that of pristine 4LG
(∼349.9Ω sq−1), and continuously increased until
T=60 min (∼2692.0Ω sq−1) (figure 3(d)). At the
same time, the surface potential also significantly
increased by ∼909.3 meV at T=60 min from that of
the pristine 4LG (figures 3(e) and (f)). When we used
HNO3 to chemically dope 4LG to increase its electrical
conductivity, RS decreased to 104.2Ω sq−1. Further-
more, UVO treatment of HNO3-doped 4LG did not
cause a significant increase in RS (∼465.9Ω sq−1 at
T=60 min) (figure 3(d)). Although the amount of
the surface potential increase in theHNO3-doped 4LG
was also reduced (∼472.1 meV increase at
T=60 min), the final surface ionization potential
value of theHNO3-doped 4LG treated forT=60 min
(∼5.2 eV) was similar to that of undoped 4LG due to
the p-type doping effect of graphene by HNO3

(figures 3(e) and (f)). These results indicate that appro-
priate combination of the UVO treatment and chemi-
cal doping can yield a 4LG anode that has both an
appropriate RS ∼465.9Ω sq−1 and greatly enhanced
surfaceWF∼5.2 eV.

To prove that the UVO treatment enhances hole
injection on the graphene, we fabricated HODs that
had ITO/SLG or 4LG anodes (figure 4(a)). Because the
UVO-treated SLG has a very high RS and is a near-
insulator, the increased surface potential of SLG on
ITO by UVO treatment (∼0.2 eV) can facilitate hole
injection between the ITO anode and hole transport-
ing layer (HTL). The surfaceWF of UVO-treated ITO
is ∼4.8 eV [45], so UVO-treated SLG can provide an
effective intermediate state between ITO and HTL
(e.g., HOMO of NPB ∼5.4 eV). When we fabricated
HODs [ITO/SLG/NPB (500 nm)/Al (110 nm)] using
SLG treated with UVO for T=3, 5 or 10 min
(figure 4(a)), the current densities (J) of HODs

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of aHOD structure using
SLG; (b) hole current density according to applied voltages;
(c) schematic energy band diagram forHODusing 10 min
UVO-treated SLG asHIL.
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gradually increased according to the tendency of sur-
face ionization potential increase of SLG on ITOunder
UVO treatment (figure 4(b)). Because the UVO treat-
ment of SLG on the ITO anode additionally provides
intermediate states for hole injection between the ITO
anode and the NPB, the SLG for T=10 min
(∼5.0 eV) on the ITO anode yielded the HODwith the
highest J (figures 4(b) and (c)). To observe the cap-
ability for hole injection from the graphene anode, we
also fabricated HODs that had UVO-treated 4LG
anodes, then used them in transient measurements of
dark-injection space-charge-limited-current (DI-
SCLC) [4LG/GraHIL (∼50 nm)/NPB (2.27 um)/Al
(110 nm)] (figure 5(a)). To clearly observe the DI peak
that is observed when ohmic contact is formed at the
carrier-injecting interface, we also used a polymeric
HIL (GraHIL), which develops a gradually increasing
WF by self-organization between the graphene anode
and the NPB layer [23, 47–49]. To avoid the coating
issue of water-based PEDOT:PSS on the hydrophobic
pristine graphene surface, we used 4LG treated using
UVO for T=1 min instead of pristine 4LG. By com-
paring the Js of HODs with theoretical SCLC, we can
calculate the carrier injection efficiency (η) of hole-
injecting contact between the graphene anode and

overlying organic layer (i.e. NPB) as

J

J1.2
, 1

peak

SCL

( )h =
´

where Jpeak is J at theDI peak and

J E
E

d

9

8
exp 2SCL 0 0

2

( ) ( ) m b=

is the theoretical SCLC, where e is the dielectric
constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, μ0 is the zero-
field mobility, β is the Pool–Frenkel constant, E is the
electric field and d is the film thickness. When we
measured the Js of HODs by applying a 20 V square
voltage pulse, J increased as T on the 4LG increased
(figure 5(b)). Consequently, η increased gradually as
the surface of the 4LG anode was modified by UVO
treatment to have high surface ionization potential
(figure 5(c)). Furthermore, η was close to 1, which is
the ideal value; η=1 means that ideal ohmic contact
is formed. As T on the 4LG increased, the breakup of
the sp2 carbon network by introducing oxygen atoms
on the 4LG surface severely changed graphene’s
electrical band structure. The increase in surface
ionization potential resulting from the band gap open-
ing of the modified 4LG surface removes the energy
barrier to hole injection between the graphene anode

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of aHOD structurewith a 4LG anode; (b) current densities; (c) calculated hole injection efficiency
ofHODs using 4LG anodes; (d) schematic energy band diagramofHODusing 60 minUVO-treated 4LG anode.
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and HIL (figure 5(d)). As a result, 4LG treated with
60 min UVO had a nearly negligible hole injection
energy barrier, so η calculated from DI-SCLC indi-
cated near-perfect ohmic contact between the gra-
phene and overlying layers.

4. Conclusion

We conducted studies to identify the effects of UVO
treatment on the physical, chemical and electrical
properties of SLG synthesized by CVD and of 4LG
formed by stacking SLGs. We tried to provide tunable
electronic and electrical properties of the graphene by
applying mild UVO treatment. SLG was rapidly
changed into an insulator by oxidation and reached
saturated oxidation level after UVO treatment for
duration T=10 min. 4LG showed a much slower
oxidation because the top SLG layer in the 4LG
protects the graphene under it from UVO treatment.
The optical transmittance, Raman spectroscopy, XPS,
sheet resistance and Kelvin probe showed similar
tendencies as T increased. UVO treatment disturbs
sp2-hybridized carbon ordering of pristine graphene
by introducing oxygen-containing groups on the
graphene. Because the increased components of non-
sp2-bonded carbons and oxygen-containing groups in
the graphene change the electronic band structure of
π-networks in the graphene, UVO treatment causes
the creation of a finite band gap and increases surface
ionization potential in the graphene. As a result, UVO
treatment for 10 min increased the surface ionization
potential of SLG on ITO (∼5.0 eV); therefore, UVO-
treated SLGs can be used as HILs to increase hole
injection between the ITO anode (∼4.8 eV) and the
HTL. UVO treatment for 60 min modified the 4LG
surface to give it a high surface ionization potential.
Furthermore, additional chemical p-type doping
greatly reduced sheet resistance (RS∼465.9Ω sq−1)
of the graphene anode while maintaining its high
surface ionization potential (∼5.2 eV). We confirmed
that UVO treatment of 4LG can improve its hole
injection efficiency by reducing the energy barrier
between the anode and the overlying layer. This study
proves the influence of UVO treatment on the electro-
nic and electrical properties of graphene, and suggests
the importance of well-controlled surface treatment of
graphene anodes to enhance hole injection. This kind
of suitable surface treatment of the graphene anode
before fabricating devices can be used to improve the
electrical properties of optoelectronic devices that use
graphene anodes.
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